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OMNISTRUCT
IS A DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION
FIRM WITH
COMMUNITY,
INNOVATION
AND INTEGRITY
AT ITS CORE.

OUR STORY

WHY OMNISTRUCT

WITH COMMUNITY, INNOVATION,
AND INTEGRITY AT THE CORE OF
EVERYTHING WE DO, OMNISTRUCT
SPECIALISES IN END-TO-END
COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND
RETAIL DEVELOPMENTS THAT ARE
TRANSFORMATIVE, FUNCTIONAL
AND CUTTING-EDGE.

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION AND AN EYE
FOR THE SMALLEST DETAILS
ARE NOT WHAT MAKES
OMNISTRUCT STAND OUT FROM
THE CROWD - WE CONSIDER
THIS KIND OF EXCELLENCE AS
MERELY THE BASELINE FOR
EVERY PROJECT WE DELIVER.

Throughout our experience in commercial, retail, and
government developments, every member of our team has
cultivated the kind of hands-on knowledge and rich skill base
that only comes from experience.

At Omnistruct, our purpose aligns with yours - the true
meaning behind each development, and the positive
impact our designs will have on the community they
serve. We believe that exceptional design has the power
to transform an environment, enhancing the daily lives
and wellbeing of the people that encounter it.

That means, from the first moments of ideation and design
through to the final touches on your project, you can have
confidence knowing that you have the highest calibre team
in industrial builds and construction behind you. From insightful
knowledge, adopting an agile approach and remaining
dynamic, at Omnistruct we pride ourselves on providing
uncompromising standards and quality throughout each of
our touch points.

That’s why our expert team coordinates a streamlined
and stress-free project environment that turns our
innovation and experience into the kind of development
your community deserves.
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OMNISTRUCT +
INDUSTRIAL BUILDS

OUR INDUSTRIAL
SERVICES INCLUDE:

THROUGHOUT OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN APPLYING INNOVATIVE
DESIGN AND SEAMLESS DEVELOPMENT
ACROSS BOTH THE PRIVATE AND
GOVERNMENT SECTORS, WE’VE
HAD THE HONOUR OF REDEFINING
THE CONCEPT OF END-TO-END
INDUSTRIAL BUILDS FOR CLIENTS AND
COMMUNITIES ALIKE.

• D
 esign, build and construction of commercial and industrial
developments - from complex builds, portal frame structures,
to suspended slab construction.
• U
 pgrade, restore and the build of cold storage warehouses
to BCA standard.
• Loading dock construction.
• Transport and storage warehousing.
• Custom Washbay and workshop fit-out.
• Onsite fuel storage (both above and below ground tanks).
• Retail store fit-out, refurbishments and renovations.
• Carpark and basement construction.
• Commercial alterations and additions.

With an in-house team of experts across both design and
construction, we’re committed to providing a considered and
comprehensive approach to industrial projects, with excellence and
quality at its core.
From the ideation and planning phase through to the finished project,
Omnistruct streamlines and considers every aspect of an industrial
build, managing your development through to completion on time,
on budget and aligned with your vision for its future.
With a network of experienced and qualified tradesmen and close
relationships with the best suppliers in our industry today, we design
and construct warehouses, storage facilities, carparks, basements,
retail and office spaces aligned with our commitment to exceptional
quality and community-centric design.
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OUR PROCESS
WHILE EVERY DEVELOPMENT
IS THE CULMINATION OF A
HUGE ARRAY OF MOVING PARTS,
THE MOST VITAL ASPECT OF A
PROJECT’S SUCCESS IS HAVING
A SINGULAR VISION - ONE THAT
IS CLEARLY COMMUNICATED,
ASPIRED TO, AND MANAGED
FROM DAY ONE.
With our dedicated inhouse team of design and
development experts and our carefully hand-selected
network of builders and contractors, we ensure your
commercial build is a not only a seamless and stress-free
experience from design through to completion, but that
your project is delivered on time, on budget, and to the
highest of quality.
We’re personally invested in the success of every one of
our projects, and thrive off collaborating on projects that
transform their local community for the better.
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THE OMNISTRUCT EXPERIENCE
HOW WE DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY
STAGE 1

STAGE 3

STAGE 5

STAGE 6

PROJECT OVERVIEW
AND SITE INSPECTION

COUNCIL APPROVALS

CONSTRUCTION

HANDOVER

Tapping into our specialist knowledge
in industrial developments and
long-standing community relationships,
we initiate the process of getting
your projects the necessary council
approvals they need to begin.

At Omnistruct we deliver construction with
community, integrity and the future at its
core. To us, it’s not just about high quality
output and attention to detail—that’s
just our baseline—it’s about construction
excellence in every project.

Project complete. We’ll complete our
final safety checks, and on final sign off
- your new development will be ready
for you and your team to start the next
phase of your business’s future.

STAGE 4

We’re personally invested in the success
of every building, and that doesn’t just
mean whether it came in on time and
under budget. We’re on hand and onsite
throughout the entire project to manage
every aspect of your build, and we’ll keep
you in the loop every step of the way.

We’ll dive deep into your vision for the
project and explore the location to get
a comprehensive understanding of your
business model, processes and possible
expansion, operational and logistic
interactions, and client expectations
from the design team right through to
the site manager.

STAGE 2
QUOTING STAGE AND
ENGAGING SPECIALISTS
Once our scope is defined, we will put
together a formalised quote for your
consideration. Whether we’re handling
every aspect in-house or project managing
the process - we will ensure no stone is left
unturned in our development project.

CONTRACT SIGNING
AND PROGRAMMING
Once the details have been finalised,
we’ll complete the contract and ensure
all work, procurement of materials from
suppliers, and contractors most suited
for the project are ready to go based on
our agreed timelines and requirements.

A crucial measure of success for us is the
impact the building has in our community.
Buildings have the capacity to transform
an environment—we make sure that
transformation is positive for the daily life
and well-being of the people using it.
We integrate these core concerns with
our well-earned reputation for quality
craftsmanship, capable trade coordination,
no-fuss project management and timely
handover, so our clients’ experience isn’t
just streamlined and stress- free, it’s
also enjoyable.
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NOLANS
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
NOLANS TRANSPORT
SYDNEY
CONTRACT VALUE:
$15 MILLION

Our Design and Construct contract
included but not limited to the
following trades:
• S
 teel Portal frame construction with
a 50m clear internal span.
• Reinforced concrete panel warehouse.

THE BRIEF
Omnsitruct was engaged to procure a
industrial property in the Kemps Creek
industrial precinct with a scope to
Design and Construct a new transport
facility for Nolans Transport.
Nolans Transport is a family owned
business based in Gatton who have
been established for 51 years in the
refrigerated transport industry.
With 110 prime movers combined with
rigid and B- double trucks. The Sydney
depot was their first privately owned
warehouse in NSW with the opportunity
for future growth.
The directors and the management
team at Nolans Transport were
instrumental in developing the design
of their new warehouse along side
the Omnistruct design team with a
large emphasis on a comfortable
environment for the staff and a state of
the art modern facility to support the
Quality Assurance accreditation they
provide their clients.

• Refrigerated chiller and freezer rooms.
• O
 ffice workstation areas and
operations area.
• S
 uspended Slab with first floor
Training and First Aid rooms.
• Sprinkler and tank fitout.
• Substation.
• Landscaping.
• Fencing.

Areas of the build were as follows:
• 3900m2 of warehouse space
• 2543m2 of chiller and freezer rooms
• 638m2 of office and amenities
• 13,579m2 of concrete pavement
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THE SOLUTION

THE DIFFICULTIES

Our Methodology adopted was
to ensure the cold storage bay
was constructed to work in with
the refrigeration panel delivery
and erection.

Roof Structure

This milestone required the base
slab and wearing slab to have enough
curing time to allow heavy lifting
machinery access the slab and avoid
any delays to the program.
To allow this to happen we required
a engineer sign off on this part of the
structure to allow the insulated panels
to be slung from the rafters and purlins.
We then moved onto the office and
suspended slab area which required
precast panels to be erected on top
of the first floor to allow the plant to
be installed.
We concurrently formed the loading
docks which then allowed the
marshelling refrigerated area to be
built and shutters to be installed.
The peak team on site during
construction was 60 contractors.

Designing a building with a 50m clear
span required the engineer to establish
exactly what loads were to be imposed
along with precambered beams to
ensure that when the insulated panels
were installed the roof would have no
issues with sagging.
Retaining Walls
The challenge was placed on our
team of concretors to construct the
3.5m retaining wall x 200m long on the
boundary which was in-situ concrete.
This was required to be staged after
the cranes had erected the panels
and the roofers install the sheeting
which was part of the critical path; due
to the limited access we had only 3
weeks allocated for this stage before
plumbers were required to place in
ground drainage and fire services.
Environmental Policies
Our site team did an amazing job
maintaining and ensuring that the
surface water catchment on site was
suitably tested and monitored for
contamination prior to draining the
developers holding dam. Our level of
treatment was commended on many
occasions by the Goodman team.
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COLLINS TRANSPORT
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
COLLINS TRANSPORT
CONTRACT VALUE:
$12.5 MILLION
THE BRIEF
Collins presented us with the challenge
of designing and constructing a 7500m2
multi-purpose transport facility, with
2000m2 of cold storage warehousing.
When building to such a scale, it’s
essential we take a multi-faceted
approach, to ensure the design,
construction, and planning all work
in unison. Our entire team worked as
one to ensure a meticulous level of
detail and attention across the entire
project.

THE SOLUTION
With such a huge range of
practical elements required onsite,
our construction project with Collins
included not just the facility itself,
but also:
• Loading docks
• Rapid rise doors
• Workshop with recessed service bay
• Wash bay
• Fuel station
• Weighbridge
• Modern office inclusions

• Dry store warehouse racking
• External hardstand area to park
• 3
 5 B’double trucks and staff parking
for 40 vehicles.

To make the project even more
challenging, the 27,500m2 industrial
site had substantial fall. Our first
step was to construct extensive
retaining walls (up to 3m) capable of
supporting the southern wall of the
warehouse. The 50m internal clear
span warehouse was engineered
specifically to suspend the insulated
cool room ceiling panels. This
eliminated the need for internal
columns, avoiding unnecessary
obstructions for forklift operators in
the future.
All the recessed docks are high
grade, with a 12.5T load rating and
hydraulically operated Toddco
dock levelers. We chose insulated,
automatic-sensor upright sectional
doors and directional van spot
lighting specifically for performance,
and to comply with OHS&E safety
regulations. The cold storage docks
also feature inflatable seals to
minimise change in temperature
when the vans are being unloaded.
We fitted the Workshop with a
recessed cantilevered service pit
for B’double trucks, which has all
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the inclusions of a premium grade
workshop to create a working
environment that is both practical
and enjoyable (These include all
the oils required for servicing trucks,
compressed air, and 10T pit jacks.)
The epoxy-coated wash bay featured:
• A
 stainless steel track system to ease
operating the high pressure wands
• A
 high-pressure, gas-boosted hot water
and rinse guns to ensure the fleet of
trucks are kept clean at all times
• T
 he capacity to recycle all water stored
in three 20,000L rain tanks.

The on-site fuel station featured two
underground 100,000L diesel tanks
and one 10,000L Adblu tank feeding
four bowsers. The cantilevered awning
was designed specifically to allow
two trucks to refuel in wet conditions
without compromise. With further
installations of security, surveillance,
emergency requirements and remote
monitoring, we also ensured the utmost
safety for employees at all times.

THE RESULT
Attention to detail and quality finishes

as you would find in a hotel. From the
office, admin, lunchroom, amenities,
and operations building. The entire
facility has automated access control
and censored lighting with German
LED, energy-saving fittings to ensure
maximum performance and a low
operational cost.
We are extremely honoured to partner
with Neil and the family at Collins
Transport still on an ongoing basis.
And to add value to our partnership,
we have been engaged in a
maintenance program that will ensure
the longevity of their investment.
“The feedback received from our
staff and most importantly our
clients on the level of quality was a
credit to the [Omnistruct] team and
the effort they applied to ensure a
smooth construction process which
is what sets them apart from the
competitors.”
- Neil Collins, Collins Transport
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JENNMAR - STAGE 1
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
JENNMAR AUSTRALIA
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.8 MILLION
THE BRIEF
Jennmar is an international company
specialising in the manufacturing
of ground stabilising products and
technical services to the coal, hard
rock mining, civil and tunnelling
industries. Omnistruct were engaged
to help construct their new 2,500m2
manufacturing plant. Which would
include two 10T overhead cranes as
well as a substation.

THE SOLUTION
Meticulous quality and care were
paramount for this project, as we
were constructing within millimetres
of tolerances, and needed to provide
quality finishes even when adapting to
existing structures.
Beyond the structural integrity was
the focus on intelligent design.
This included features such as the
suspended office overlooking the
production team that we included
in the precast panel building, which
required a 300mm thick engineered
concrete slab to withstand excessive
point loads.

THE RESULT
As with all our construction projects,
we specialise in offering turnkey
solutions that, when we’ve completed
our end, can be moved into and
utilised immediately by the owners.
By custom fitting a compressed air
system to the entire warehouse and
commissioning all the equipment
required, we were able to hand over
a fully completed and functional space
to our friends at Jennmar on time and
on budget.
As an ongoing return client of
Omnistruct, we are proud to partner
with Jennmar and be part of their
continuous growth strategy.
“The professionalism and
dedication offered from the team
at [Omnistruct] exceeded our
expectations on all levels including
the attention to detail and level of
quality which is rare in this industrial
sector. We would recommend
[Omnistruct] to any firm.”
- Jeremy Arnot, Project Manager,
Jennmar Australia Pty Ltd
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JENNMAR - STAGE 2
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
JENNMAR AUSTRALIA
CONTRACT VALUE:
$500,000
THE BRIEF
Omnistruct was previously engaged
to construct Jennmar’s new 2,500m2
manufacturing plants. However with
the brand’s continuous growth, Jennmar
approached us to help them construct
and house a large new metal press that
was due to arrive from overseas.
This involved structural footings for
machinery, which meant we had
number of challenges to overcome in
order to make this project a success.
For example, working within an
operating premise and ensuring
business can occur, as usual and
also us needing to account for limited
access to the site, dust and noise
control, scheduling and procurement
of materials, while delivering on time
and without delay.

THE SOLUTION
Phase 2 of our project with Jennmar
posed a number of environmental
and technical challenges. One of
these includes the challenges of a low
building height, which restricted the
use of excavators and piling machines,
and another being a tight timeline.

To overcome this, the Omnistruct
team got to work on the structural
footings and pilings needed while
the facility remained in day to day
operation.
In order for the project to operate
properly and remain structurally
sound, the structural footings had
the tolerance of a millimetre,
requiring meticulous work from
experts in the field.

THE RESULT
By bringing into the project
experienced contractors, we
excavated 2m under the warehouse
to install the new pilings and footings
in plenty of time for the new equipment
to arrive from China - without
disrupting the facility’s day to
day operations.
“The program and completion
date was imperative when deciding
on our builder which [Omnistruct]
delivered with confidence on
both projects.”
- Jeremy Arnot, Project Manager,
Jennmar Australia Pty Ltd
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EWH
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT:
EWH COLD STORAGE AND
DISTRIBUTION
CONTRACT VALUE:
$2.5 MILLION

The refrigeration plant required
a substation upgrade and a new
electrical plant room completed
with landscaping and new security
fencing.

THE BRIEF
Omnistruct was engaged to construct
a Cold Storage Freezer Extension for
EWH at Kingsgrove on a lump sum
contract EWH is a privately owned
business as a distributor of quality foods
to restaurants, cafes, hospitals, aged
care, airlines and correctional services.
The 2500m2 XFlam panel freezer was an
extension to the existing warehouse with
a 12m high ceiling and racking.

THE SOLUTION
The Portal structure was built whilst EWH
was operating their business which is
a credit to the team for managing the
project logistically with limited access
and site conditions such as ground
water which were challenges we had to
overcome.
Other structural elements were the new
upgraded sprinkler system including a
392 KL above ground tank 10m high and
diesel pumps and hydrant housed a
10m x 8m plant room.
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MEET THE TEAM
ESTABLISHED IN 2000, OMNISTRUCT
(FORMERLY ICON BUILDING GROUP)
IS A CONSTRUCTION FIRM THAT
PUTS COMMUNITY, INNOVATION,
AND INTEGRITY AT ITS CORE.

OUR PEOPLE

Having spent over 25 years mastering the unique
challenges that come with industrial design, our
Managing Director, Gino, is the driving force behind
our passionate and committed team. Together with
our head Project Manager and industry-veteran,
Angelo, our team works to deliver excellence across
every element of a building project by combining
the highest grade materials with functional,
innovative design.

GINO GIGLIOTTI

ANGELO SPINA

CHERYL GALWAY

MONIRUL HAQUE

VIKKI REYNOLDS

ASHLINN BOATTO

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Omnistruct delivers in-house talent across both
the design and development sectors, uniquely
qualifying us to bring together the kind of projects
where functionality, design, and innovation
intersect - namely Industrial Developments. Through
utilising our combined 50 years of civil, commercial,
residential and industrial construction experience,
we take pride in being at the forefront of industrial
design by building projects designed to better the
lives of their local communities.

DESIGN MANAGER

PROJECT MANAGER

OFFICE MANAGER

HSE SUPERVISOR

QSE ADMINISTRATOR

ANNA DUONG

PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR
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EXTRA
CONSIDERATIONS
ENVIRONMENT
At Omnistruct, we take great pride in knowing that our
projects are not only future-proof for our clients, but for
the environment and local community as well.

GREEN STAR
Environmentally friendly options such as ‘Green Star’
assesses the sustainable design, construction, and
operation of buildings.
By referring to these standards as we design a space,
we ensure our projects not only create a healthy and
happy environment for those who enter your spaces,
but we help you minimise your footprint to build a better,
more sustainable future for our future generations as well.

BUILDING FEATURES
At Omnistruct, we take a considered approach that
goes beyond the immediate benefits of the quality
materials we use.
From lighting to audio, acoustics to air conditioning, each
facet of our designs are in it for the long term. This ensures
a minimised impact not only on the long-term running
costs of your commercial space, but on the environment
as a whole.

SUSTAINABILITY-LED IN DESIGN
Being able to engage a builder that can offer experience
in design, construction and sustainability-led solutions,
combined with quality work and uncompromising service,
is the very reason Omnistruct exists today.
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THANK YOU
THE OMNISTRUCT TEAM
PRIDES ITSELF ON BEING
A LEADER IN INNOVATIVE,
SUSTAINABILITY-LED
INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION,
REFINED AND ENHANCED
THROUGHOUT OUR MANY
YEARS HELPING BUSINESSES
AND ORGANISATIONS REACH
THEIR FULL POTENTIAL.
Whatever your project - large or small, retail or
industrial - allow our team to show you just what
the Omnistruct difference could mean for you.
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OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU

OMNISTRUCT BUILDING PTY LTD
E INFO@OMNISTRUCT.COM.AU A 5/19 ENTERPRISE CIRCUIT, PRESTONS, NSW 2170

P 02 9607 3577 F 02 9607 3588 ABN 89 104 892 346

BUILDING LIC. NO.156092C

@OMNISTRUCT
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